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Monte Carlo Simulations of Homogeneous
Upconversion in Erbium-Doped Silica Glasses

Jacob L. Philipsen and Anders Bjarklev,Member, IEEE

Abstract—Quenching of Er3+ ions by homogeneous energy-
transfer upconversion in high-concentration erbium-doped silica
glasses has been theoretically investigated. The results indicate
that at Er 3+ concentrations of 1.0–2.0�1026 m�3 or below, the
kinetic limit of strong migration is not reached, and hence the
widely accepted quadratic upconversion model is not generally
valid. Nevertheless, the results offer an explanation of the exper-
imental observations of quadratic upconversion. Furthermore,
it has been shown that at a given population inversion, the
quenching rate depends on the rate of exchange of the excited
Er3+ ions by emission and absorption.

Index Terms—Concentration quenching, high-concentration
erbium-doped amplifiers, upconversion.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HERE HAVE BEEN numerous reports on degradation of
performance in high-concentration erbium-doped devices

caused by quenching through energy-transfer upconversion
between excited Er ions. For erbium-doped fiber amplifiers,
a reduction in gain from 18.3 to 6.9 dB due to quenching is
described in [1] for an Er concentration of 6.4 10 m .
In erbium-doped silica waveguides for integrated optics, Er
concentrations as high as 1.0–2.010 m (corresponding
to 1.3–2.5 wt.% Er may be necessary to simultaneously
ensure sufficient gain and compactness of the components [2],
[3], and consequently, quenching is a very serious problem
with such devices. For example, a reduction in gain from 37
to 13 dB at an Er concentration of 1.15 10 m is
reported in [2].

The quenching of Er ions through energy-transfer up-
conversion is usually divided into a contribution from ho-
mogeneously distributed Er ions and a contribution from
clustered Er ions [4]–[7]. The formation of clusters depends
on the fabrication process and the use of co-dopants and
may thus to some degree be avoided [8], [9]. In order to
estimate the degree of clustering, it is important to be able
to interpret measurements on quenching rates in terms of
a cluster contribution and an inevitable contribution from
homogeneous upconversion. For this purpose, an adequate
model for homogeneous upconversion is essential. Further-
more, a model for homogeneous upconversion—together with
a model for upconversion in clusters—is a key point in
the modeling and design of high-concentration erbium-doped
devices [2], [3].
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Fig. 1. Energy-transfer upconversion (double arrows) between two Er3+

ions followed by phonon relaxation (dashed arrows) or photon relaxation
(solid arrows) for the acceptor ion.

In this paper, we formulate a detailed model for homo-
geneous upconversion. We derive a system of differential
equations for the excitation probabilities of the Erions and
combine this with Monte Carlo simulations of the ion posi-
tions. This enables us to performab initio calculations of the
average quenching rate caused by energy-transfer upconver-
sion. The purpose will be to investigate how the quenching rate
depends on various parameters, such as the Erconcentration
and the population of the upper laser level.

II. ENERGY-TRANSFER PROCESSESBETWEEN IONS

Fig. 1 illustrates how energy-transferupconversionbetween
two Er ions, initially excited to the manifold, leads
to the quenching of the donor ion and thus depopulates
which serves as the upper laser level for amplification of
light in the 1550-nm wavelength band [2], [4], [10], [11]. The
acceptor ion will normally return to the manifold and
only in around 0.1% of the cases will relax to the ground level

by spontaneous photon emission [4].
Another possible energy-transfer process between two Er

ions is illustrated in Fig. 2 [5], [12]. The donor ion relaxes
from the manifold to the manifold, whereas the
acceptor ion makes the reverse transition .
This process does not change the populations of the respective
energy levels, but causes diffusion of excitational energy and
will thus be referred to as amigration process. Migration will
be shown to influence the number of upconversion processes
occurring per time and volume unit.

Energy-transfer processes other than the two described
above can occur between two interacting Erions, e.g.,
cross relaxation between a donor in the manifold and
an acceptor in the manifold resulting in two Er ions

0018–9197/97$10.00 1997 IEEE
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Fig. 2. Migration of excitation from a donor Er3+ ion to an acceptor Er3+

ion.

in the manifold (the reverse process of upconversion)
[3]. However, all these processes involve Erions initially
excited to other energy levels than the manifolds and

. Since the lifetimes of the manifolds and
are very short 5 ns and 1 10 s
respectively [13]–[15]) compared with the lifetime of the

manifold 10 ms [16]), the populations of
the manifolds and are very small, and processes
beginning in these energy levels will therefore be neglected.
Thus, only the upconversion and migration processes in Figs. 1
and 2 will be considered in this paper.

In the electric dipole–dipole approximation, the probabilities
of the described upconversion and migration processes can be
expressed in terms of spectral overlap integrals, as shown by
Dexter [17]. The probability per time unit of upconversion
between two Er ions excited to the manifold is

(1)

whereas the probability per time unit of migration from an
Er ion excited to the manifold to an Er ion in the
ground level is

(2)

In (1) and (2), is the distance between the nuclei of the
two interacting Er ions, and are the emission and
absorption cross sections, respectively, for the
transition, is the absorption cross section for the excited
state absorption is the wavelength, is the
speed of light, and is the index of refraction. The extra
factor of 2 in (1) compared to (2) is due to the fact that
the upconversion process can occur with either of the two
considered Er ions as the donor, respectively the acceptor.

Since the probabilities and vary with the ion
distance as they can be written

(3)

The strengths of the upconversion and migration processes are
thus described by the two radii and indicating the

ion distance at which the probability of the respective energy-
transfer process equals the probability of spontaneous emission
for an Er ion excited to .

In [5] and [18], strengths of the upconversion and migration
processes have been evaluated for various Er-doped silica
glasses by calculation of spectral overlap integrals. Using data
from these two references, the following values for are
obtained: 0.91 nm (for Corning1, a barium silicate), 1.0 nm
(for an unspecified aluminoborosilicate), and 1.1 nm (for Corn-
ing2, an aluminoborosilicate). Furthermore, the value 1.8 nm
for is obtained for the unspecified aluminoborosilicate.
Thus, as the typical example, we shall use 1.0 nm and

1.8 nm.

III. D ETAILED MODEL FOR HOMOGENEOUSUPCONVERSION

We begin this section with a brief review of existing the-
ory on energy-transfer upconversion between homogeneously
distributed Er ions.

A detailed theory exists—including work by Dexter [17],
Eisenthal and Siegel [19], B̆urshtein [20], Gapontsev and
Platonov [21], etc.—describing quenching of a system of
excited donors by energy-transfer to a system of acceptors. In
discussions on upconversion between Erions, references are
often made to this theory. However, this classical quenching
theory deals with donors and acceptors of distinct sorts and
is—as will be demonstrated—not adequate for the treatment
of self-quenching in Er systems.1

In the literature on high-concentration Er-doped devices,
homogeneous upconversion is often assumed to depend
quadratically on the population of the level, i.e.,
the number of upconversion processes occurring per time
and volume unit is written where is the
population concentration of the manifold, and is
an upconversion coefficient [3], [4], [6], [7], [18], [22]. The
equivalent average quenching rate experienced by an Er
ion in the manifold is . The
quadratic model can be shown theoretically, if migration is
assumed sufficiently strong (thekinetic limit) [21] and the
model has been supported by some experimental results [4],
[23]. Other authors have suggested a cubic model
[2], [24].

The present treatment of homogeneous upconversion will
be based on the following assumptions.

1) The Er ions are assumed randomly distributed with
a minimum distance between two neighboring
Er ions. This assumption is frequently used within
quenching theory [19]–[21], [25] and corresponds to
regarding the glass host as a totally disordered material
[21]. According to [5], 0.35 nm should be
applied as the minimum Er -ion separation in Er -
doped silica glasses (0.35 nm is the shortest distance
between two Er ions in crystalline ErO .

2) The electric dipole–dipole approximation and hence (1)
and (2) are assumed valid. Although the question of
the relative importance of the different contributions to

1Bŭrshtein [20] treats self-quenching of Nd3+ systems. However, the self-
quenching of Nd3+ studied by B̆urshtein is due to energy-transfer from an
excited Nd3+ ion to an unexcited Nd3+ ion and thus differs fundamentally
from the self-quenching of Er3+.
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Fig. 3. Two-level model of an Er3+ ion. Single arrows represent radiative
transitions, whereas double arrows represent transitions due to energy-transfer
upconversion. Rather than showing the physical transitions, the arrows illus-
trate how the transitions contribute to changing the populations of the energy
levels4I15=2 and4I13=2; when the lifetimes of the levels4I11=2 and4I9=2
are set equal to zero.

the energy-transfer probabilities (electric dipole–dipole,
magnetic dipole–dipole, electric dipole-quadrupole, and
exchange interaction) seems unresolved [26], it is com-
mon within the treatment of energy-transfer between
rare-earth ions to assume the electric dipole–dipole in-
teraction to dominate [5], [14], [18], [27].

3) Due to the short lifetimes of the manifolds
and only the ground level and the upper
laser level are assumed populated. Furthermore,
direct relaxation from the manifold to the ground
level is neglected due to the small branching
ratio (c. 0.1%, cf. Section II) for this transition. This
implicates that situations with signal light in the 1550-
nm wavelength band and pump light in either the 980-
nm or the 1480-nm wavelength band can be represented
by the common energy level diagram shown in Fig. 3.
The total absorption rate is the sum of the signal
and pump absorption rates, whereas the total emission
rate is the sum of the rates for spontaneous emission,
signal stimulated emission, and—in the case of 1480-nm
pump light—pump stimulated emission.

4) Inhomogeneities of the glass host are neglected, i.e.,
all Er ions are assumed to have the same radiative
properties, and correspondingly the transfer probabilities

and are only functions of the distance
between the two considered Er ions.

5) Since the purpose is to study upconversion between Er
ions, other quenching processes, such as quenching of
Er ions through energy-transfer to impurity ions, will
be neglected.

Some of the results in this section will, however, be derived
using only assumptions 3)–5), i.e., these results will be valid
for any ion distribution and any radial dependence of and

.
We consider a region of volume containing Er

ions at positions of which are excited
to the upper laser level whereas are
in the ground level . The corresponding concentrations
are denoted by and

If the spatial distribution of theexcited Er ions was
known, the average upconversion rate could be deter-
mined in a straightforward manner. Let be the prob-

ability distribution for the relative position of two arbitrary
excited Er ions. The average upconversion rate would then
be given by

(4)

since for an arbitrary excited Er ion the contributions to
from the other excited Er ions should be summed.
However, due to upconversion, the probability of finding a
certain Er ion excited to the manifold will depend
on the positions and excitational states of its neighboring Er
ions (and will be reduced for Er ions having closely lying
excited neighbors). The spatial distribution ofexcited Er
ions will, therefore, differ from the distribution ofall Er
ions.2

Instead, we consider the probability of finding the th
Er ion excited at time together with the joint probability

of finding the Er ions and both excited at time.
When these probabilities are known, the population inversion
can be found as

(5)

and the number of upconversion processes occurring per time
and volume unit is given by

(6)

In the Appendix, it is shown that, under assumptions 3)–5),
the time development of the single ion probabilities
is governed by the following system of ordinary differential
equations:

(7)

whereas the second-order joint probabilities obey

(8)

In (7), the single ion probabilities are coupled to
the second-order joint probabilities which are then

2In the classical quenching theory, this important fact was pointed out by
Eisenthal and Siegel [19].
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coupled to the third-order joint probabilities through
(8). This pattern will continue if differential equations for
higher order joint probabilities are considered. For the nu-
merical calculations in Section IV, it will thus be necessary to
truncate the equation system at a certain order and introduce an
approximation for the joint probabilities of one order higher.
Numerical investigations will then show that two is a suitable
order of truncation.

Since it is known from the above mentioned classical
quenching theory that quenching rates will in general not be
the same under dynamic and stationary conditions [19], and
since stationary conditions are the more relevant to modeling
of erbium-doped devices, we shall concentrate on the steady-
state solution to (7) and (8).

In the following, analytical results will be derived for
some special cases. First, we consider the simple case of no
upconversion . The steady-state solution to (7) and
(8) is then found to be

(9)

unaffected by migration. All Er ions are seen to have the
same probability of excitation, which thus equals the popula-
tion inversion. Since the ions are uncorrelated
two by two.

When upconversion is included, it is generally not possible
to write down the steady-state solution of (7) and (8). To
illustrate the effect of upconversion, we therefore consider two
closely spaced Er ions and that are isolated from all
other Er ions. We then find

(10)

Comparison of (10) and (9) shows that upconversion as
expected reduces the steady-state probabilities of finding the
respective ions excited to the manifold. Furthermore,
it can be shown that

(11)

where

(12)

Equations (11) and (12) implicate . Thus, upcon-
version introducesnegative correlationbetween the Er ions:
if a given Er ion is known to be excited, this reduces the
probability of finding a near Er ion excited.

Next, we return to the full system of Er ions and consider
the kinetic limit by letting the migration process become
infinitely strong, i.e., for any fixed . From
(7) and (8), it then follows that under steady-state conditions
all Er ions have the same probability of excitation (which
thus equals the population inversion), and that all second-order
joint probabilities have a common value. Since ions lying

sufficiently far apart must be uncorrelated, this common value
for the second-order joint probabilities must equal the square
of the population inversion. Thus, in the kinetic limit, we have
for all

(13)

Although (13) resembles (9), the population inversion will
still be reduced compared to (9). In the kinetic limit of
strong migration, upconversion affects (reduces) thenumber
of excited Er ions, but does not affect thedistribution of
excited Er ions.

By inserting (13) into (6), a general expression for the
number of upconversion processes occurring per time and
volume unit in the kinetic limit is reached:

(14)

From (14), it is seen that in the kinetic limit upconversion
depends quadratically on the population inversion for any ion
distribution and any radial dependance of the upconversion
probability . If furthermore we use the assumption of
dipole–dipole interaction, (14) can be rewritten as

(15)

By finally averaging (15) over the assumed random ion distri-
bution, we find the expression

(16)

which corresponds3 to the expression for the kinetic limit in
the classical quenching theory [21]. The applicability of the
classical quenching theory in the kinetic limit is expectable,
since the strong migration erases the special features of self-
quenching.

If migration is not strong enough for the kinetic limit to
be valid, the steady-state excitation probabilities for Erions
with many close Er neighbors are expected to be lower
than average the population inversion), and furthermore
negative correlation will be present between the Erions,
i.e., . Both these effects tend to reduce the extent of
upconversion compared with the kinetic limit, i.e., .
In other words, under steady-state conditions, upconversion
affects the distribution of excited Er ions in a manner that
reduces upconversion.

As a final topic before turning to numerical calculations, we
consider upconversion at low population inversions

. For an arbitrary Er ion the probability of being
quenched by upconversion with another Erion will vanish
as . At sufficiently low population inversions,
the single-ion excitation probabilities will, therefore, remain
unperturbed by upconversion:

(17)

3Equation (16) lacks a factor of two compared with [21], becausePuc =
R6
uc=(�radR

6
) in the present text has been defined to be the total probability

per time unit of two excited Er3+ ions performing an upconversion process
with either of the two ions as the donor.
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The second-order joint probabilities will, however,not
all be equal to since the negative correlation effect
will be present at arbitrarily low population inversion. Instead,
the second-order joint probabilities should be found as the
steady-state solution to (8). By inserting

and into (8) and by omitting terms
of the order of (8) can be rewritten as

(18)

Since the coefficients on the left-hand side of the linear equa-
tional system (18) are independent of the population inversion,
and the right-hand side is proportional to the square of the
population inversion, the solution must also be proportional to
the square of the population inversion, i.e.,

(19)

where the normalized probabilities are independent of
the population inversion. Insertion into (6) now yields

(20)

We have thus shown that upconversion always depends
quadratically on the excited state population at low population
inversions.

In the special case ofstatic upconversion, i.e., upconversion
under conditions where the influence of migration can be
neglected (as we shall see in Section IV, the importance of
migration depends on the host glass as well as on the Er
concentration), (18) can be solved directly:

(21)

By inserting (21) into (6), by using the assumption of
dipole–dipole interaction, and by averaging over the assumed
random ion distribution, we find

(22)

We have thus derived an analytical expression describing static
upconversion at low population inversions. An interesting

feature of (22) is the dependence on the total emission rate
. Letting in (22) yields

(23)

identical to the expression (16) for upconversion in the ki-
netic limit. The importance of is physically interpreted
as follows: increasing for a fixed population inversion
corresponds to increasing both the emission rateand the
absorption rate which leads to an increased exchange of
ions in the manifold. Since emission and absorption
happen to random Er ions, the increased exchange will
tend to even out the differences (caused by upconversion)
in excitation probabilities and will tend to break down the
negative correlation between the Er ions (also caused by
upconversion). Therefore, the exchange of excited ions by
emission and absorption has an effect similar to that of
migration. This phenomenon has—to our knowledge—not
been described before.

IV. M ONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS

The description of a system of interacting Erions contains
two stochastic phenomena: the positions and the behavior of
the ions, where the latter refers to all transitions between
energy levels. This leads to two different principles of nu-
merical simulations: a fully stochastic and a partly stochastic
approach. Both methods apply a random number generator
for distributing the Er ions in a cubic region according
to the assumed random ion distribution with a minimum ion
separation of 0.35 nm (see Section III, assumption 1).
In the fully stochastic approach, the random number generator
is also used for simulating the behavior of the Erions,
whereas the partly stochastic method applies a numerically
found steady-state solution to (7) and (8) for describing the
behavior of the Er ions. In both methods, energy-transfer
processes are only considered between Erions separated by
a distance smaller than a certain .

The partly stochastic method is implemented with two
different orders of truncation. In the first-order version, only
(7) for the single-ion excitation probabilities is solved, using
the approximation

(24)

which corresponds to neglecting all negative correlation be-
tween the Er ions. In the second-order version, both (7) and
(8) are solved, using approximations for the third-order joint
probabilities of the form (“” denotes conditioned probability)

(25)

The fully stochastic method, which is characterized by long
computation times and noisy results, will only be used for
verification of the partly stochastic approach. For this purpose,
we consider in Fig. 4 the upconversion rate as
a function of the population inversion at an Erconcentration
of 6.0 10 m The three curves in the figure are all
based on the same system of 500 Erions, but are calculated
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Fig. 4. Comparison of upconversion rates obtained by fully and partly
stochastic approaches. The results have been calculated usingnEr = 6.0
� 1025 m�3; We = 1=�rad = 1/(10 ms); Ruc = 1.0 nm; Rmig =
1.8 nm; Rmin = 0.35 nm; Rmax = 3Ruc, and by considering a system of
NEr = 500 Er3+ ions.

by use of different methods for simulation of the behavior
of the ions. The first-order, partly stochastic method is seen
to disagree with the fully stochastic method, whereas an
acceptable accordance is observed between the second-order,
partly stochastic and the fully stochastic method.

According to Fig. 4, the first-order, partly stochastic method
wrongly predicts that the system of Er ions is in the kinetic
limit.4 The interpretation of this is that migration in the present
example is sufficiently strong for evening out the differences in
single-ion excitation probabilities. However, migration is not
strong enough for removing the negative correlation between
the Er ions, and the actual upconversion rate therefore—as
shown by the two other curves in Fig. 4—will be essentially
lower than for the case of the kinetic limit.

The failure of the first-order, partly stochastic method shows
the necessity of including the negative correlation effect in the
description of interacting Er ions. As mentioned in Section
II, the classical quenching theory treats interaction between
donors and acceptors of distinct sorts. In such systems, a
negative correlation effect does not occur, and the behavior
of the ions is, therefore, described in terms of single-ion
excitation probabilities [19], [20]. Thus, the results of the
classical quenching theory can not be expected to be valid
for self-quenching of Er .

Since two is thus the appropiate order of truncation, we shall
use the second-order partly stochastic method for the following
examinations. Due to limitations in computer capacity, systems
of only 500 or 1000 Er ions will be considered. Sufficient
statistical averaging will be ensured by calculation of averages
over several systems of Er ions.

We begin by consideringstaticupconversion, i.e., migration
is neglected. For an Er concentration of 1.0
10 m Fig. 5 shows the upconversion rate as a
function of the population inversion for different

4Notice that when upconversion rate versus population inversion is shown,
quadratic upconversionguc = Cucn22 will be represented by a straight line
Wuc = Cucn2.

Fig. 5. Upconversion rate versus population inversion forstatic upcon-
version at an Er3+ concentration ofnEr = 1.0 � 1026 m�3 for dif-
ferent values of the total emission rateWe. Other parameter values are
Ruc = 1:0 nm; Rmax = 2Ruc; and �rad = 10 ms. The curves represent
averages over 100 systems, each containing 1000 Er3+ ions.

values of the total emission rate .5 The tangents at zero
represent the expression (22) for static upconversion at low
population inversion and are seen to agree with the simulation
results. The straight line representing the case
has been drawn by use of the expression (16) for upconversion
in the kinetic limit.

The parameter is the ratio of the total number of
radiative transitions (stimulated spon-
taneous) to the number of spontaneous radiative transitions

. By analyzing data from [28] for a fiber
power amplifier, values above 100 are obtained for in
the center of the fiber core at the output end of the amplifier.
Values of ranging between 1 and 10 are expected to be
typical for waveguide amplifiers [29]. According to Fig. 5, the
parameter has great importance for the upconversion
rate. For example, at a population inversion of 0.7, the values

1 and 10 yield upconversion rates
of 46 and 120 s respectively, which reduce the assumed
radiative life time of 10 ms to effective lifetimes

of 6.8 and 4.5 ms, respectively.
Fig. 6 compares upconversion rates (stillstatic upconver-

sion) for the Er concentrations 1.0 10 m 1.0
10 m and 1.0 10 m in the case 1.
The shape of the curves is seen not to change with the Er
concentration, and for the curves all coincide with
the straight line representing the expression (22). However,
although only excited Er ions take part in energy-transfer
processes (when migration is neglected), the rate of static
upconversion not only depends on the excited state population
concentration but also on the total Er concentration

. This is explained as follows: for a given increasing
will increase the number of available sites for placing

the excitations per volume unit. This increased freedom
in combination with the negative correlation effect will lead

5In all simulations, the radiative lifetime of the4I13=2 manifold is taken to
be �rad = 10 ms. By inspection of (3), (7), and (8), it can be seen that when
Ruc andRmig are given, the upconversion rate is inversely proportional to
�rad; but that the value of�rad does not affect theshapeof theWuc curves.
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Fig. 6. Upconversion rate versus excited state population concentration
for static upconversion for different values of the Er3+ concentration
nEr. Other parameter values areRuc = 1.0 nm; Rmax = 2Ruc; and
We = 1=�rad =1/10 ms. The curves represent averages over 100 systems,
each containing 1000 Er3+ ions.

Fig. 7. Comparison of upconversion rates for static, respectively, migra-
tion-accelerated upconversion at an Er3+ concentration ofnEr = 1.0 �
1026 m�3 for different values of the total emission rateWe. Other parameter
values areRuc = 1.0 nm; Rmig = 1.8 nm,Rmax = 2Rmig; and �rad =

10 ms. The curves represent averages over 10 systems, each containing 500
Er3+ ions.

to a spatial distribution of excited Er ions that reduces the
upconversion rate.

Next, we consider the influence of migration. For an Er
concentration of 1.0 10 m Fig. 7 compares
upconversion rates for the cases with and without migra-
tion. As expected, migration increases the upconversion rate,
because the diffusion of excitational energy will tend to
even out differences in excitation probabilities and remove
the negative correlation between the Erions. However,
Fig. 7 indicates that the accelerating effect of migration is
not sufficiently strong for bringing the system of Er ions
into the kinetic limit. Therefore, also in the case of migration-
accelerated upconversion, the total emission rate has
great importance.

Fig. 8. Transition from static upconversion to the kinetic limit via mi-
gration-accelerated upconversion. For an Er3+ concentration ofnEr =

1.0 � 1026 m�3; curves are shown for three different values of the total
emission rateWe. For the Er3+ concentrationnEr = 2.0 � 1026 m�3;
only theWe�rad = 1 curve is shown. Other parameter values areRuc =

1.0 nm; Rmax = maxf2Rmig;3Rucg; and �rad = 10 ms. The curves
represent averages over 10 systems, each containing 500 Er3+ ions. The
statistical uncertainties (standard deviations) on the shown simulation results
are indicated by errorbars on the (nEr = 1.0 � 1026 m�3;We�rad = 1) curve.

In order to examine how these conclusions depend on
the Er concentration and on the strength of the migration
process, we introduce the quantity

(26)

as a measure of how close the conditions are to the kinetic
limit (with corresponding to the kinetic limit). Fig. 8
shows as a function of the ratio of the strength
parameters of migration and upconversion.

As expected, increases and tends toward 1 with increasing
i.e., the kinetic limit would be reached in a

host material, in which the migration process between Er
ions was sufficiently strong. Furthermore, Fig. 8 shows that

increases with because—as earlier mentioned—the
exchange of excited ions has an effect similar to migration.
Finally, is seen to grow with the Er concentration. Thus,
in contrast to the case of static upconversion, the shape of
the curves will change with the Er concentration,
since the conditions approach the kinetic limit, when the Er
concentration is increased. However, at the Erconcentra-
tions considered in Fig. 8, a doubling of the ratio
(compared to the assumed value of 1.8) is needed to reach the
kinetic limit. This corresponds to a multiplication of the ratio

by a factor of . Such a span in parameter
values seems unlikely within silica glasses (the value 1.8
came from measurements on silica glasses, cf. Section II). We
thus conclude that in silica glasses with Erconcentrations
of 1.0–2.0 10 m or below, the kinetic limit is not
reached, and consequently a quadratic model
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is generally not adequate6 for describing homogeneous
upconversion in such glasses. Instead, we suggest a different
explanation for the experimental observations of quadratic
upconversion [4], [23]. From Figs. 5 and 7, it is seen that
the curves do not deviate strongly from their tangents at
0 until the population inversion reaches values around 0.7.
In other words, the quadratic upconversion model

which in Section III was shown to be valid at
low population inversions, with good approximation holds in
the range of population inversions from 0 to 0.6–0.7. We
propose this phenomenon rather than the kinetic limit as the
explanation for the experimental observations of quadratic
upconversion.

In [4], the number of upconversion processes versus excited
state population is measured by pumping Er-doped fibers
at 1480 nm and by detecting flourescence around 1500 nm
(proportional to and around 980 nm (proportional to ).
Because of pump-stimulated emission, the method does not
allow investigations at population inversions above c. 0.75
(the actual value depends on the codopants). The results in [4]
show a quadratic dependence of on at low population
inversions, i.e., a straight line in a double-logarithmic
coordinate system, followed by an upwards bending of the

curve at higher population inversions. This basic pattern
is in accordance with our simulation results. However, in
[4], a quadratic model for homogeneous upconversion is
assumed, and the upwards bending of the curve is attributed
to the presence of pairs of Er ions. Indeed, the presence
of pairs or larger clusters of Er ions will give rise to
an upwards bending of the upconversion curve, but so will
also homogeneous upconversion, according to the simulation
results presented in this paper.7 Thus, the simulation results
could have important implications for the interpretation of
experimental results, when it comes to separating the upcon-
version contributions of homogeneously and clustered Er
ions with the purpose of estimating the fraction of clustered
ions. Furthermore, for erbium-doped waveguiding structures
in which homogeneous upconversion plays a significant role,
the simulation results can be expected to have importance for
the design of amplifying components. Thus, according to the
above presented simulation results, a further increase of the
population inversion above 0.7 (with the purpose of improving
gain and noise figure) will be more expensive (in terms
of extra pump power) than predicted by a purely quadratic
upconversion model (fitted at low population inversions). This
is a consequence of the strongly growing slope of the
curves in Fig. 7.

V. CONCLUSION

It has been demonstrated that the treatment of energy-
transfer upconversion between Erions requires the inclusion

6Nor do the results give any indication that a cubic modelguc =Wucn2 =
~Cucn

3
2 should be valid.

7One might object that the upwards bending of the homogeneous upcon-
version curves is due to the fact that with a random ion distribution, a small
fraction of the Er3+ ions will have neighboring Er3+ ions within a distance so
short that it corresponds to the presence of pairs. This argument is, however,
only partly true, since the negative correlation effect will give rise to an
upwards bending of the upconversion curves forany ion distribution, even
for a (hypothetic) regular lattice of equidistantly placed Er3+ ions.

of the negative correlation effect, and therefore the classical
quenching theory is not suitable for this purpose. A method
of describing the behavior of interacting Er ions has been
developed, based on a system of differential equations for
the excitation probabilities of the ions. This has been com-
bined with Monte Carlo simulations of the ion positions in
order to perform calculations of the quenching rate due to
upconversion.

Upconversion alters the spatial distribution of Erions
excited to the manifold, not only by creating differences
in single-ion excitation probabilities, but also by introducing
negative correlation between the Er ions. These effects
reduce the extent of upconversion compared to a random
distribution of excited Er ions. Two physical mechanisms,
migration of excitational energy and the exchange of excited
ions by emission and absorption, have the opposite effect, i.e.,
they bring the distribution of excited Er ions closer to a
random distribution.

Contrary to what is frequently assumed in the literature,
our simulations indicate that for silica glasses with Er
concentrations of 1.0–2.0 10 m or below, migration
is not strong enough for the kinetic limit to be reached.
Therefore, upconversion does not in general depend quadrat-
ically on the population inversion. Instead, experimental
observations of quadratic upconversion may be explained
as a phenomenon at low population inversions (below
0.6–0.7).

The impact of the simulation results on the interpretation of
experiments and on the design of high-concentration erbium-
doped devices has been briefly discussed, but should be the
object of future work.

APPENDIX

DERIVATION OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

FOR THE PROBABILITIES AND

First, we consider the probability of finding the th
Er ion excited to the manifold at time . Contri-
butions to changes in come from emission, absorption,
upconversion, and migration. Emission and absorption con-
tribute to the time derivative of with terms and

respectively. The probability per time unit for
an upconversion proces with ion as the donor and ion
as the acceptor is . The probability of
migration from to is where
denotes the probability of finding excited and unexcited.
Analogously, the probability of migration from to equals

. All terms corresponding to energy-
transfer processes should be summed with respect to. This
leads to the equation

(27)
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Fig. 9. The four situations in which migration among the Er3+ ionsk; l; and
m contributes to the time derivative ofpk^l. Excited ions are represented by
full circles.

By inserting (27) can be rewritten as

(28)

identical to (7).
Next, we consider the joint probability of finding

the Er ions and both excited to the manifold.
Contributions to the time derivative of only come from
processes that change the validity of the assertion thations

and are both excited. Thus, emission gives rise to a
term and absorption is represented by a term

where is the probability of
finding exactly one of the ions and excited. Upconversion
between the ions and yields a term
whereas upconversion betweenand a third ion gives
a term since this process only
contributes to the time derivative of if is also excited.
Upconversion betweenand is treated similarly.

Migration among the three Er ions and can
occur in 12 different situations, when the choices of donor
ion, acceptor ion, and excitational state of the third ion are
taken into consideration. Of these 12 situations, only the four
shown in Fig. 9 contribute to the time derivative of .

The respective contributions are

(29)

These terms can be joined two by two by using

(30)

and the equation for then becomes

(31)

identical to (8).
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